Date: 6 June 2017
Time: 09:00 -17:30
Venue: Northdoor Offices 1-3 Dufferin Street, London EC1Y 8NA Map
Cost: £297.00 + VAT
CLICK HERE to register now
What the GDPR means for your organisation
On 25 May 2018, we see the introduction of the new EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
– one of the most notable changes to data protection law in the UK in two decades, since the Data
Protection Act was first introduced in 1998. This will mean organisations EU-wide will now need to
carry out significant work to evaluate their existing processes and policies around how they use,
handle and store private information.
Course Overview
On this comprehensive one-day course our consultants will explain, in depth, detail of the new
regulation, highlighting differences between the current and new regulation, and show you how to
become fully compliant.
The introduction of the new regulation brings to the fore many new legal obligations for your
organisation, specifically within areas of your business that control or process data. Individuals,
whose personal data you hold, will also be protected by new rights. Because of the new legal
implications, financial penalties for non-compliance will prove substantial so it is essential that your
organisation is prepared for these regulatory changes as soon as possible
New rules regarding the legalities of processing, consent, privacy notices, control of personal data,
mandatory breach reporting, complaints and penalties will also be explained in detail, along with an
opportunity to further explore areas that you identify as particularly relevant to your organisation.
What Will You Learn?














Background to the GDPR
How GDPR will affect your company?
Data protection obligations under the 1998 Act and how these change under GDPR.
The Brexit Effect on GDPR
Nine Key changes brought in by GDPR
Mandatory Data Protection Officers – when do you need one?
Changes in territorial scope, do they affect you?
The complexities of making international transfers of data
New responsibilities for data processors
New penalties and auditing powers of the ICO
Privacy by design
Risks and consequences for a data breach in your company
Create a plan to ensure GDPR compliance within your firm

Who is this course for?
This course is targeted at any individual within your organisation with responsibility for data
management or data protection issues. This may include employees working in roles such as
company secretary, director, compliance officer, HR management, legal advisor, and IT management.
Delegates do not need to have a detailed understanding of the current law to take part in this course.

Benefits of attending GDPR training




A Seminar Pack containing the information presented on the day.
An Action Plan setting out the key points to consider that you can take away and complete for your
organisation.
A Certificate of Attendance.
Our people
We’re proud to have some of the very best privacy consultants in the industry working us; each being
a data privacy expert with extensive experience of managing full privacy assessments for clients
within a number of sectors.
Our teams work closely with clients on a range of privacy compliance issues and boast a diverse
background and skill-set ranging from legal and business process to technology and project
management. Many of our consultants hold a degree in law, with practice experience in privacy and
information law, and have worked in senior privacy protection positions for some of the world’s most
prestigious organisations.
Speakers
Darren Craig
Darren is a consulting and entrepreneurial business leader as well as an Independent
Expert to the European Commission. With over 20 years’ experience in information
technology, he has spent 15 years in information security and privacy, helping global
firms manage their data protection risks.

Orlagh Kelly
Orlagh is a Barrister specialising in Data Protection law as well as a Trainer and
Consultant on data protection issues and GDPR. She has set up successful
businesses in the technology and legal sectors that build upon her extensive
experience – including THINK Data Protection, which operates throughout the UK.

Click here to register

For more information, please email
darren.craig@northdoor.co.uk or call 0207 4488500

